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Presentation Notes
Session materials:Large whiteboard and whiteboard markersMulti-colored sticky notesLots of chart paperChart markers



 
 
 
 
 

 Communicate a Shared Instructional Vision for 
Mathematics 
 Use the Backward Design Process to Promote 

Coherence in the Planning & Delivery of Units of 
Study  

• Deconstruct a Cluster of Standards 
• Analyze Assessment Items and Lesson 

Resources for Alignment 
• Collaboratively Plan Student Learning 

Experiences 
 Participate in a Demonstration Lesson 
 Develop and Incorporate Instructional Strategies 

to Support EL and Students with Special Needs  
 

 
 

  
 

Outcomes 
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                                 Imagine a classroom where 
all students have access to high-quality, 
engaging mathematics learning experience 
 
 

Discuss what this classroom looks like                     
and sounds like when all students are 
cognitively and emotionally engaged                             

in learning mathematics  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At your table – share your school or individual vision for high-quality, engaging mathematics learning – what will an observer see and hear?In table groups…Identify common elements of vision (Table)Consensus on Top 5 (Table)Share (Whole group) Record on screen/chart paper/whiteboard



 

               
 

Top 5 Teacher Behaviors  
for a mathematics classroom with all students engaged in learning  (8/12/14)  

 

 

Teachers. . . 
 Create a positive, safe, and engaging environment 
 Adjust instruction based on Formative Assessment 
 Select/create rich, meaningful tasks with real-world 

applications 
 Facilitate student academic conversations and 

collaboration 
 Strategically and intentionally question to prompt 

and extend student understanding and to explain 
their thinking 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Table conversation comparing the group’s top 5 to principal’s top 5.



 

               
 
 How does a vision impact lesson planning 

and daily instructional practice? 
 
 

 How will you easily identify the elements of 
the vision when they are in action and when 
they are not?  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce this segmentThis is where we will move to the grade specific groups and close the wall.  



      Backward Design Process 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Stage 1 
• Identify Desired Results as Determined by the 

Standards (Content & SMP)  

Stage 2 
•Determine Acceptable Evidence [Assessment] 

 Reflective of the Standards 

Stage 3 
• Plan Learning Experiences and Instruction 

Aligned to the Standards 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do this whole grade band groupWhen we shift from a teacher-centered instruction (what is it I am doing) to student-centered instruction (what is it that students are learning) – indicates a shift to backward design – beginning with the end in mind. (Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe)  - Begin planning for instruction by having a deep understanding of what students will know and be able to do as a result of their learning experiences. In the common core – that may mean content that has never been in our grade before or if it has, may need to be taught and learned differently than in the past – conceptual understanding building to procedural fluency.This is the framework for implementing the CCSS-M and planniing for instruction.  This process will support the alignment of the intended curriculum (standards), the implemented or taught curriculum, the assessed curriculum and the learned curriculum- they must be transparent.Stage 1 – What are the desired results for all students? – both in terms of content as well as standards for mathematical practice.Stage 2 – How will we know if they know it?  What will be the acceptable evidence that will be used for all children learning this content – regardless of which classroom they are in?  We know that with SBAC assessments, we have opportunities for new learning about how the evidence will be gathered.Stage 3 – What learning experiences will students have to achieve the desired results?    



 Backward Design Process - Stage I 
           
Identify Desired Results as Determined by the 
Standards (Content & SMP) 
 How will I know what the standards say students 

should know and are able to do? 
 

 What can I do to help me understand how these 
standards are related to each other and to other 
standards that might be included in this 
chapter/unit of study? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitator’s Notes:1.  Ask the first question: lead participants to answer to read the standards – they are the driving force to our instructional planning. Then ask the second question leading teachers to a concept map or web – as they read, create an individual web.Read the identified cluster: 2.NBT.1-4; -5.NBT.B (self)With an elbow partner – compare websAs the leaders of this grade group, decide whether or not to share out whole large group or continue with the smaller groups.  Either way - On Whiteboard or chart paper – develop a web using input from teacher groups – whole group sharing.   



 Backward Design Process - Stage I 
           
Identify Desired Results as Determined by the 
Standards (Content & SMP) 
 What else do I need to know about the meaning 

of these content standards and standards for 
mathematical practice?  

 

 How do the learning outcomes of this 
chapter/unit compare to what I know about this 
cluster of related content and practices? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitator’s Notes:1. Ask first question – rephrased might be, “What questions do you have about this content and what it means?”  Direct teachers to the resources – using a Jigsaw strategy.  In small group, 2 or 3 teachers read and annotate one of the selected resources – then briefly discuss what they read and how it clarified the meaning of the standards and what they want to share with the others in their larger group. 			Grade 2		- CA Framework – p. 15 (bottom) – 19 (middle)                                           - Kansas Flipbook – p. 13  17                                           - Progressions – NBT – p. 8 - 10                           		Grade 5		-  CA Framework – p. 16 – 22 (top)		-  Kansas Flipbook – p. 20 - 27		-  Progressions – NBT - p. 11 – 18	           2. Have expert groups share with larger group from their reading.  	          3.  Add to individual and group webs as indicated including the Standards for Mathematical Practice – be specific about references to the SMP in both the content 		standards and the resource documents.	          4. Small groups examine lesson outcomes from text and curriculum maps – given sticky notes ID information.  Attach sticky notes to concept map/web. Identify 		potential gaps and trouble-shoot potential solutions. Remind teachers that the intended curriculum (standards) and the taught curriculum (what happens in 		instruction) are congruent. It is possible that the taught curriculum could be larger than the intended curriculum, it just cannot be smaller.  Note that the 		curriculum map will be a problem-solving tool for closing gaps.* Consider returning to Whole group, after Jigsaw – add to whiteboard web/concept map. Be sure to ask specifically about the Standards for Mathematical Practice and be explicit about their inclusion.  



 

• If I begin to think about teaching this content, 
where should I begin? 

• What could I use to collect evidence of student 
learning related to this opening content? 

• How does the selected task/question inform 
the planning and design of the learning 
experiences for this specific content/practices?  

Determine Acceptable Evidence 
[Assessment] Reflective of the 
Standards 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Facilitator’s Notes:	1. Ask question #1 – where would it make sense to begin instructionally?	2.  Ask question #2 – let them know that to save time, some possible tasks/items have been identified and collated for review/analysis.		-  Have small groups of teachers examine aligned assessment items that have been gathered from text and curriculum map to analyze alignment to the opening unit 		   content and consistent with Desired Results. Sort items into 3 categories: Keep, Revise, Drop.		- On a sticky note place the items your group would keep – one per sticky note		- Collect like assessment items – have entire group note which have been identified as keepers. Select 1 assessment item that requires a higher level of thinking/integrated content, etc.Agree to administer to all students in your classSelect 4 focal students – span range of learnersBring work of these 4 students to December session	3.  Ask question #3 for table/group discussion – perhaps a time for whole group sharing to share the collective expertise.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
A chance to review stages 1 and 2 as they form the foundation necessary to begin to plan for instruction. As the standards- both content and standards for mathematical practice are the drivers and decision-makers – these two stages in these early stages of implementation are necessary/mandatory.  In addition – doing this work in a collaborative setting is ideal – share the load and the learning.   



     Plan Learning Experiences and                                
     Instruction Aligned to the     
     Standards 

 How does my understanding of what 
students should know and be able to do, 
along with some ideas on collecting 
evidence, inform the planning and selection 
of student learning experiences?   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
  



Lunch 
11:00 AM – 12:00 PM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
  



       Demonstration Lesson and 
       Debrief 

     
                              

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Facilitator’s Notes:	1.  Debrief lesson – using questions developed last year by training specialists  



       Meeting the Needs of                                                                              
 Diverse Learners 

 Breakout Sessions   
 

 Supporting English Learners  
 

 Supporting Students with Special Needs 
 

 Teaching Split Classes 
    
                              

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need to add room locations to this slide.While one grade group is attending the demonstration, the other grade group attends one of the three breakout sessions.Then the grade groups switch.  



         Collaborative Planning 

• How will the learning cascade to teachers   
not in attendance? When, How, What,? 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        
                              

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss with Mikila:Facilitate the take back:  as a group, identify the key points from Deconstructing a Cluster of Standards; Task/Item as Evidence; Demonstration lesson; Breakout sessions.  



         Collaborative Planning 

 

• How does today’s learning translate or inform 
planning for students in my classroom?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        
                              

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Collaboratively begin planning: learning sequence for this chapter/unit/rich tasks/, instructional strategies to meet the needs of diverse learners – recalling Vision work into discussion.  



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

“To persevere is to try and try, even though 
you might want to give up and cry. When 
doing a puzzle that puzzles your mind, you 
persevere till the right piece you find.” 
 

            ~Big Words for Little People, Jamie Lee Curtis, 2008  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
  



Personal Reflection 
One idea that interests me as an instructional 
leader is… 

Something I’d like to try … 

One step I can take in the near future is … I wonder … 
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